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By steeping nano-particles Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (SDC) in Ba0.5Sn0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ (BSCF) matrix material, low temperature BSCF-SDC nano-composite cathode of SOFC is prepared. The ion impregnation of the SDC phase significantly enhances the electrocatalytic activity of BSCF electrodes in O2 reduction reaction, and the ion-impregnated BSCF–SDC composite cathodes shows excellent performance. The area specific resistance (ASR) is only 0.214 Ωcm2 at 600 °C for an ion-impregnated BSCF–SDC cathode. The single cell with SDC heated at 800 °C has the best electrochemical properties, and the maximum power densities are 290 mWcm−2, 504 mWcm−2 and 793 mWcm−2 at 500 °C, 550 °C and 600 °C, respectively. The results demonstrate that the combination of BSCF mixed conducting structure with high ionic conducting SDC phase is a valid method to improve the electrode performance. The nano-composite cathode prepared by impregnation method has displayed good electrochemistry catalytic activity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC), for its merits including high energy conversion rate, all solid component elements, and variety, has become the hot spot in fuel cell field. Researching and developing SOFC working at medium and low temperature (600~800 °C) is the developing trend of current SOFC research because it enlarges the choice range of material components and effectively improves the stability of cells during long-time working. However, catalytic activity of cathode material decreases when the working temperature of cells decreases is currently the bottleneck
technique for low temperature SOFC. To solve the problem, optimizing the microstructure of cathode is a key method to improve the electric catalytic activity of cathode at medium and low temperature [1-4].

In recent years, the perovskite-type materials carrying the electron-ion mixed conducting (MIEC) property have attracted extensive attention of domestic and overseas science researchers because it can be used as SOFC cathode, oxygen separation membrane, and catalyst [1, 5-8]. When the MIEC, a cathode material working under medium and low temperature with great development potential, is used as SOFC cathode, it can extend the electrode reaction zone from electrode or electrolyte interface to the entire three-dimensional porous cathode to greatly improve the electrode catalyzing property [9]. The perovskite oxide Ba$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.8}$Fe$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ (BSCF) is a cathode material widely applied in medium and low temperature SOFC. The perovskite oxide Ba$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.8}$Fe$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ (BSCF) owns both oxygen ion-electron mixed conducting property and oxygen catalytic activity [10, 11]. However, the overpotential of cathode increases rapidly with temperature decreasing, which strongly limits the performance of SOFCs [12, 13]. Therefore, researching and developing cathode material of high performance is an important method for improving the performance of medium and low temperature SOFC.

In recent years, nano-scale material has attracted much attention of the SOFC researchers for their unique properties. Nano oxide material displays higher surface vacancy concentration and higher ion, electron electric conductivity when used as electrode [9, 14, 15]. Therefore, nano-structured electrode can provide superior catalytic performance. By drawing on the experience of the impregnation method in heterogeneous catalysis, the nano particles can be prepared on the porous cathode framework in ion impregnation method. To implement the impregnation method, calcinate a kind of material to form a framework of sufficient intensity on the electrolyte first, and ensure that an unblocked conduction passageway is formed due to the good connection of particles. And then, steep the precursor solution of another material to the framework and dissolve the nitrate at relatively low temperature to deposit the particles to the surface of the framework. The deposited particles are generally nano-scale and this is helpful for the improvement of catalytic activity and triple phase boundaries (TPBs) amount [16]. For example, infiltrating yttria-doped ceria (YDC) into the strontium-doped LaMnO$_3$+yttria-stabilized zirconia (LSM+YSZ) composite cathode leads to a decrease of the polarization resistance by over 50% [17]. The PrBaCo$_2$O$_{5+x}$ (PBC) impregnated electrode has an interfacial polarization resistance of as low as 0.082 $\Omega$cm$^2$ at 600 °C, much lower than that of pure PBC electrode (0.86 $\Omega$cm$^2$) [18].

In this research, we adopted the SDC which is usually used in medium temperature SOFC as electrolyte material, prepared BSCF-SDC composite cathode by adopting the two-step method (screen printing and impregnation), and analyzed the electrochemistry behavior of cathode and electrolyte by using the interflow resistance technique. Besides, the performance of anode-supported single cells using BSCF–SDC as cathode material is evaluated.
2. EXPERIMENT

In this thesis, we prepared BSCF powder in the glycine-nitrate method: nitrate precursors \( \text{Ba(NO}_3\text{)}_2 \), \( \text{Sr(NO}_3\text{)}_2 \), \( \text{Co(NO}_3\text{)}_2 \cdot 6\text{H}_2\text{O} \) and \( \text{Fe(NO}_3\text{)}_3 \cdot 9\text{H}_2\text{O} \), are dissolved in the distilled water in the metal ion molar ratio required by the products. Add glycine (the molar weight of the glycine is a half of the molar weight of the nitrate ions in the solution) and fully mix the solution. Heat the solution with a heater, and the solution gradually concentrates and turns thick, and autoignites. Pale yellow powder will be obtained. Calcinate the powder at 900 °C for two hours.

To prepare symmetrical cells: press the SDC powder to disks with 10 mm in diameter, and calcinate the disks at 1400 °C for five hours to compact electrolyte substrates. BSCF-SDC combined electrode is made from BSCF matrix and SDC particles. BSCF matrix is made by screen printing technique and SDC particles are made by ion impregnation technique. Add a certain amount of organic bond to the grinded BSCF powder, and mix them to get slurry. Print them on both sides of the SDC matrix to form symmetrical electrodes by using the screening printing method. Calcinate the electrode slices at 1100 °C for two hours to get porous electrode matrix. The thickness of each electrode matrix on both sides is about 30 μm. Drip 0.1 mol L\(^{-1}\) SDC solution to the BSCF electrode matrix, dried and heated at 600 °C for 2 hours. The procedure was repeated to increase the SDC loadings. The mass difference before and after each impregnation procedure is the mass of the impregnated material, and the mass ratio was expressed as the mass ratio of the impregnated oxides to the backbones. The anode material of anode-supported single cells is NiO–SDC, and the electrolyte is SDC. BSCF-SDC cathode material is prepared on the SDC matrix in the ion impregnation method listed above.

Observe the microstructure of BSCF-SDC electrode by scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI XL30). Area specific resistance (ASR) was determined on symmetric cells with two-electrode configuration using an AC impedance spectroscopy (ZAHNER IM6e). The frequency ranged from \( 10^{-2} \) to \( 10^6 \) Hz with an amplitude of 10 mV. When measuring single cells, use the H\(_2\) containing 3% H\(_2\)O as fuel and use the air as oxidizing agent.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Microstructure characterization

![Figure 1. SEM micrographs: a) Cross-sectional view of BSCF matrix; b) Cross-sectional view of impregnated BSCF-SDC electrode.](image)
Fig. 1a is the fracture surface picture of symmetrical cells. The internal microstructure of the electrode can be clearly analyzed in the figure. The BSCF framework has not been impregnated and the BSCF framework was sintered at 1100 °C. From Fig. 1a, we can find that the SDC electrolyte on the lower part is basically compact while the BSCF on the upper part is of porous structure and the average diameter of the particles is between 1 to 2 μm. This porous structure provides sufficient air transmission passageway and greatly increases the surface area of the cathode to impregnate more SDC. Fig. 1b shows BSCF covered with small SDC grains. After the SDC are impregnated, a layer of tiny SDC particles are covered the BSCF. Nano-scale SDC particles have excellent catalytic action on the electrode and can effectively extend the triple phase boundary (TPB). This is a major cause for the improvement of impregnated electrode performance.

3.2. Effect of SDC loading

The development of a series of new cathodes by impregnating a mixed conducting phase (BSCF) with an ionic conducting phase (SDC) results in a significant improvement of the electrochemical properties. The content SDC has great effect on the electrochemistry property of combined electrode. When SDC particles are scattered on the BSCF matrix, the connectivity is not very good, and the advantage on electrochemistry cannot be well performed. When the SDC content increases, the connectivity gets better. When the SDC particles are connected, more passageways will be provided for the conduction of oxygen ion in electrode. However, when the SDC content is over high, the electrochemistry performance gets lower. This is because too many SDC particles will cause aggregation and get the conductivity lower. Therefore, the best impregnation amount exists when increasing the SDC content, the simulated result in document [3] has proved this rule. Fig. 2 displays the interfacial polarization resistance measured at 500 °C, 550 °C, and 600 °C respectively for cathodes impregnated with (0-60) wt.% SDC. As can be seen from the overall trend, when the impregnation rate is 25%, the polarization resistance of composite electrode is the smallest. The polarization resistance increases whether the impregnation rate is less or greater than 25%. The resistance at 600 °C decreases from 0.546 Ωcm² to the lowest of 0.214 Ωcm² when the loading increases from 0 to 25 wt.%, and the polarization resistance will be increased to 0.542 Ωcm² when the impregnation rate is 30%. The polarization resistance of the ion-impregnated BSCF-SDC (25 wt.%) cathode is approximate 39% of pure BSCF cathode. Fig. 2 shows that the optimized loading for SDC infiltrated electrode is about 25 wt.%. Wei et al. reported that the interfacial impedance came to 1.9 Ωcm² at 500 °C when 30 wt.% SDC was added to form BSCF-SDC composite cathode by the mechanical mixing method [19]. In this experiment, the 25 wt.% SDC was added to form BSCF-SDC composite cathode by the ion-impregnation method, the interfacial impedance is 1.86 Ωcm² at 500 °C, indicating the activity of nano-sized SDC particles is improved.

The polarization resistance changes with air, ion, and electrical conductive phases. The polarization resistance will be effectively lowered only when the air, ion, and electrical conductive phases are in appropriate proportion. This provides the effective ionic and electronic conducting
pathways and promotes the synergistic process involving the injection of mobile charged oxygen species into ionic carriers.

**Figure 2.** Area specific resistance (ASR) of the composite cathode as a function of the weight fraction of SDC

### 3.3. Single cell performances

This thesis prepared anode-supported single cells and studied their electrochemistry performance by using the SDC thin film as electrolyte layer and the impregnated SDC-BSC composite material as cathode. Fig. 3(a-d) displays the electrochemistry performance of single cells. The heat processing temperatures of impregnated SDC are respectively 700 °C, 800 °C, and 900 °C. As the anode and the electrolyte are the same, the polarization resistance difference in Fig. 3a is mainly from the cathode. When the heat processing temperature of SDC is increased from 700 °C to 800 °C, the resistance is slightly smaller. Therefore, it can be speculated that improving the heat processing temperature of SDC, the connection among electrode, electrolyte, and SDC particles will be increased. The ASR becomes larger when the SDC is heated to 900 °C. This might be because increased SDC grains are filled into the BSCF pores, where the effect of TBPs becomes more important than the interfacial bonding.

Fig. 3(b-d) shows the cell voltage and power density of three fuel cells using the impregnated cathodes with SDC heated at 700 °C, 800 °C and 900 °C respectively. They are measured at 500 °C, 550 °C and 600 °C with humidified hydrogen (a water content of around 3 vol.%) as the fuel and air as the oxidant. The power densities increase with SDC heating temperature ranging from 700 °C to 800 °C. However, further increasing the heating temperature causes a slight decrease of power densities when SDC is heated to 900 °C. The maximum power densities of the cell with SDC heated at 700 °C are 283 mWcm$^{-2}$, 447 mWcm$^{-2}$, 571 mWcm$^{-2}$ at 500 °C, 550 °C and 600 °C respectively, and that of the cell with SDC heated at 900 °C are 285 mWcm$^{-2}$, 450 mWcm$^{-2}$, 608 mWcm$^{-2}$ at 500 °C, 550 °C and 600 °C respectively. The performance of the cell with SDC heated at 800 °C is higher than that of the above two ones, and its maximum power densities are 290 mWcm$^{-2}$, 504 mWcm$^{-2}$, 793 mWcm$^{-2}$
at 500 °C, 550 °C and 600 °C respectively. This performance is remarkably higher than that of BSCF-SDC prepared as cell cathodes by the mechanical mixing method [20].

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Electrochemical performance of single cells with impregnated SDC: a) Impedance spectra under open circuit conditions; b-d) Cell voltages (solid symbols) and power densities (open symbols) as function of current density of anode-supported cell using the impregnated cathodes with SDC heated to (b) 700 °C, (c) 800 °C and (d) 900 °C respectively.

This indicates that the nano SDC particles impregnated in the BSCF matrix have obvious electro-catalysis function on the BSCF electrode. It is seen from the macro-photograph of the impregnated electrode in Fig. 1b that infiltrated SDC particle is made up of many nano-level grains, which cover the BSCF cathode backbone. The SDC ion conductive phase impregnated on the matrix surface can greatly enlarge the surface of electrode and can help the improvement of catalytic activity and TPB amount [21]. Rising of sintering temperature increases the integration between the electrode and the electrolyte, and enhances the integration intensity between the SDC and BSCF particles. Therefore, higher sintering temperature improves the electrochemistry activity of electrode. When SDC heat processing temperature comes to 900 °C, the impregnated SDC nano-particles become big, and their resistance becomes larger [22]. Ion impregnation method is a very feasible method for preparing composite cathode.

**4. CONCLUSIONS**

This thesis prepared BSCF-SDC combined electrode by the ion impregnation method, and researched its electrochemistry performance by using AC impedance spectroscopy. The ASR is greatly
lowered by impregnating the ion conductive phase to the ion-electron mixed conductive phase. For example, the cathode polarization resistance is 0.546 Ωcm$^2$ at 600 °C for pure BSCF cathode, but 0.214 Ωcm$^2$ for BSCF–SDC. Besides, the performance of the cells is also measured and compared at various temperatures with humidified hydrogen as fuel and air as oxidant. The power densities increase with SDC heating temperature from 700 °C to 800 °C. Nevertheless, further increasing the heating temperature causes a slight decrease of power densities when SDC is heated to 900 °C. The maximum power densities of the cell with SDC heated to 800 °C are 290 mWcm$^{-2}$ at 500 °C, 504 mWcm$^{-2}$, and 793 mWcm$^{-2}$ at 550 °C and 600 °C respectively. For solid fuel cells, the BSCF-SDC composite cathode prepared by impregnation method is very promising cathode material.
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